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Standing tall, with very

good posture

Maintaining vertical alignment in supertalls.
By Angus W. Stocking, L.S.

“Skyscraper” is such

But there are lots

A building this tall and this skinny is very nearly in a class by

Working with gravity

tallest and skinniest towers in the U.S. To keep the building plumb during construction,
the project team is using the Vertical Alignment System from Leica Geosystems, which
combines monitoring data from highly accurate GNSS receivers and total stations, dual-axis
inclinometers, and later, a weather station.
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Leica Nivel200 Series dual-axis inclinometers, which can measure displacement to

wind loads.

• GNSS positional data from four Leica receivers, posted near the corners of
432 Park Avenue’s outer formwork platform (also known as the “cocoon”)
— The receivers monitor GPS and GLONASS, and the Brooklyn Pier and
Holland Tunnel CORS stations.
• Continuously monitored optical data, derived from total station shots on
360-degree prisms mounted just beneath the GNSS receivers — This data
gives feedback on the building’s frame and shape, and the prisms are also
used as resection points when doing layout and form positioning work. The
prisms are “active” control points, moving upward as construction progresses.

• Leica Nivel200 Series dual-axis inclinometers, which can measure
displacement to +/-0.2-inch of arc, are installed in the building’s
basement, and at regular intervals of about 10 to 12 floors. “They make
a big difference. Along with the GNSS, they’re helping us to make great
strides in vertical alignment control, especially when predicting the effects
of the day-to-day construction and wind loads,” Cronin said, referring to
movement due to the weather, crane loads, concrete placement, cocoon
jumping, and so on. The system’s inclinometers are sometimes left in
place after construction to provide continuous monitoring.
• As construction progresses, a weather station will be added. “We’re
working with Leica Geosystems to tie in realtime wind and temperature
information,” Cronin said. “To tie that in with the GNSS/RTK observations
and tiltmeter data would be very helpful.”

However, the Vertical Alignment System provided reliable control.
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An easy transition

Continuously monitored optical data, derived from total station shots on 360-degree
frame and shape. Prisms also are used as resection points when doing layout and
form positioning work.

GNSS positional data from four Leica Geosystems receivers, posted near the corners
GPS and GLONASS, as well as the Brooklyn Pier and Holland Tunnel CORS stations.
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ANGUS W. STOCKING, L.S., has been writing about infrastructure since 2002. For more
information about Roger & Sons Concrete, visit http://randsconcrete.com. Learn more
about 432 Park Avenue at http://432parkavenue.com. For additional details about the
Vertical Alignment System by Leica Geosystems, visit www.leica-geosystems.us.

